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 The study aimed at investigating the transfer of Arabic rhetorical features into English 

by Jordanian Arab EFL students as exhibited in their writings in Arabic and English. 
The population of this study was the First Secondary Graders in the scientific track in 

four schools, two for boys and two for girls, in two towns in the Governorate of AL-

Karak. The results of the study showed that, based on the writings of the EFL students 

in Arabic and English, all of the investigated rhetorical features were transferred 

intensively from Arabic into English. The transfer of the rhetorical features in question 
was ascribed to the influence of the L1 of the Arab EFL students and their culture. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The notion of appropriateness is particularly significant in understanding and dealing with some of the 

problems that foreign language (henceforth FL) learners face in writing. Teachers of English as a Foreign 

Language (EFL) have observed that although their students generally can write sentences correctly, in terms of 

grammar, vocabulary and mechanics, their writings may sound unacceptable, out of focus, incoherent, strange, 

inappropriate, meaningless, ambiguous, disorganized, confusing, or difficult to follow (Connor, 1996; Kaplan, 

1972; Ostler, 1987).  

 This inappropriateness in EFL writing has been attributed to the transfer of rhetorical patterns from the first 

language (L1) and its culture. Students can write sentences in the FL that are correct, but when they combine 

these sentences into larger pieces of discourse, they use the rhetorical patterns of their L1 (Kaplan, 1972, p. 1). 

As a result, the students' writings may deviate from the readers' expectations, especially those who are native 

speakers of the FL. It is observed that EFL writing teachers can often guess the L1 of their EFL students from 

their writings (Connor, 1996; Kaplan, 1972; Ostler, 1987). Kaplan (1972) described the problem of the 

foreignness evident in the writings of EFL students as follows: 

 It is apparent but not obvious that, at least to a very large extent, the organization of a paragraph, written in 

any language by any individual who is not a native speaker of that language, will carry the dominant imprint of 

that individual's culturally-coded orientation to the phenomenological world in which he lives and which he is 

bound to interpret largely through the avenues available to him in his native language (p. 1).  

 While grammar is "the science of what is permissible in the language, rhetoric is the art of what is 

effective" (Jordan, 1965, p. 3). Accordingly, the problem of EFL students who can write correctly but 

inappropriately can, generally, be diagnosed as being in the rhetoric of the FL. A language in all its forms, the 

way these forms are used, styles of communication, and the organization of discourse are influenced by the 

existing cultural systems (Clyne, 1987; Connor, 1996; Inani, 1998; Kachru, 1987; Kharma and Hajjaj, 1997). 

Particularly, Clyne (1994) stated that prose is determined by the cultural systems of the writer's academic 

community (cited in Golebiowski, 1998, p.  68). 

 Contrastive rhetoric (CR) was founded on the basis of the insights that different cultures have their own 

rhetorical tendencies and that EFL writers transfer such rhetorical patterns from their L1s into their English 

writing (Connor, 1996, 2002; Kaplan, 1966, 1972, 1987; Ostler, 1987). Since Kaplan's seminal article (1966), 

several studies appeared trying to identify the rhetorical patterns prevalent in certain L1s, like Arabic (e.g. Al-

Jarrah, 2001; Al-Jubori, 1984; Kaplan, 1972; Koch, 1983; Sa'Adeddin, 1989), Apachean English (e.g. Bartlet, 

1983, 1992), German (e.g. Clyne, 1987), Indian (e.g. Kachru, 1987), Japanese (e.g. Kobayashi, 1984), Polish 

(e.g. Golebiowski, 1998), and Spanish (e.g. Saez, 2001). These studies also attempted to determine the rhetorical 

patterns that EFL students transferred from these L1s into the English writing. The rhetorical features identified 
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in these studies were found to be prevalent in the L1s and carried-over from the L1s into the English writings of 

the EFL students, and they were referred to as culture-specific features. 

 However, the studies which investigated the issue of rhetorical transfer attributed it to the influence of L1 

and its culture, without explaining how or why the rhetorical features are overused and favored in the L1. The 

aim of this study is to investigate the carry-over of a more exhaustive list of rhetorical features by Jordanian 

Arab EFL students from their L1 into their writings in English and to explain such transfer.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Literature Review: 

 Along its long journey, rhetoric has been defined differently and it has acquired different degrees of 

significance at different times (Connor, 1996). In ancient times, rhetoric for the Greeks "was the art of effective 

and persuasive speech, of translating thoughts into language, of getting the point across to an audience that 

might be indifferent or even hostile" (Rothwell, 1974, p. 3). Ong (1983) pointed out that rhetoric, among the 

ancient Greeks, referred to speaking, not writing, and that "Rhetor" means orator and public speaker, and "rheto-

rike" means public speaking (cited in Connor, 1996, p. 62). In modern times, some rhetoricians, who wanted to 

keep the status of rhetoric in the modern world, have expanded it beyond the original goal of persuasion to be 

"applied to the spoken as well as the written expression, prose as well as oratory, and more often to style as well 

as organization" (Rothwell, 1974, p. 3).  

 Researchers have contended that rhetoric is rooted in its culture, and hence it is not universal (Clyne, 1987; 

Connor, 1996; Inani, 1998; Kachru, 1987; Kaplan, 1966, 1972, 1987; Kharma and Hajjaj, 1997). Thus, each 

language has its own rhetorical patterns. Kaplan (1966) tried to find out how culture affects students' choice of 

rhetorical features and, as a result, CR was established to discover the stylistic and organizational patterns in the 

written discourse across cultures. Examining 600 expository paragraphs written in English by ESL students with 

different L1 backgrounds, Kaplan (1966) showed that these paragraphs exhibited rhetorical features evident in 

their L1. Connor (1996) summarized the differences between the languages as follows: 

 Anglo-European expository essays follow a linear development. In contrast, paragraph development in 

Semitic languages is based on a series of parallel coordinate clauses. Essays written in Oriental languages use an 

indirect approach and come to the point only at the end. In Romance languages and in Russian, essays are 

permitted a degree of digressiveness and extraneous material that would seem excessive to a writer of English 

(p. 15). 

 One of the premises underlying CR is that language and rhetoric are culturally influenced. Thus, each 

culture, as mentioned above, has its own rhetorical conventions. Accordingly, ESL learners transfer their first 

language rhetorical conventions when they write in English (Connor, 1996, 2002; Kaplan, 1966, 1972; Inani, 

1998). This makes the English writings of those learners sound more like their L1, rendering them, as mentioned 

above, incoherent, inappropriate and unacceptable (AL-Jarrah, 2001; Bartlet, 1983, 1992; Connor, 1996; Fakhri, 

1994; Inani, 1998; Kaplan, 1972; Kharma, 1985; Magableh, 1992; Ostler, 1987). 

 Since the publication of Kaplan's article (1966), many studies were conn  jnducted to identify the rhetorical 

differences between languages. Since this study is concerned with rhetorical transfer from Arabic into English, 

studies describing the rhetorical differences between Arabic and English will be discussed in this study (e.g. Al-

Jarrah, 2001; Al-Jubori, 1984; Kaplan, 1972; Koch, 1983; Ostler, 1987; Sa'Adeddin, 1989). In addition, other 

studies that were carried out to explore the rhetorical patterns ESL students carry over from various L1s into 

English writing will be discussed (e.g. AL-Jarrah, 2001; Fakhri, 1994; Inani, 1998).  

 Review of the studies on the rhetorical differences between Arabic and English reveals that English, 

stylistically, prefers subordination, whereas Arabic tends to favor parallelism. Arabic speakers tend to overuse 

complex series of parallel structures due to the existence of a large inventory of devices for parallelism and to 

the influence of classical Arabic and the Holy Koran. Parallelism in Arabic can be achieved through using 

coordinate conjunctions and identical grammatical structures (Kaplan, 1972). Ostler (1987) referred to this 

feature as balance or rhythmical coordination between related items. She also reiterated that this is one of the 

rhetorical features that show how the structure of written Arabic is bound to the Koran. Another important 

rhetorical feature of Arabic, according to Ostler (1987), is formulas and commonplaces. Ong (1972) maintained 

that the common use of sayings came as a result of the influence of ancient oral cultures (cited in Ostler, 1987, 

p. 176). Rhetoric is characterized by ambiguity and indirection (cited in Al-Jarrah, 2001, p. 188). Indirection, for 

them, means that the paragraph is not developed linearly, and the subject is viewed from different angles and not 

handled directly. Additionally, it is noted that a paragraph is digressive in Arabic, that is, including ideas that do 

not contribute much to the main idea in the paragraph (Kaplan, 1972). 

 Al-Jubori (1984) investigated the nature and function of repetition in the argumentative mode of writing in 

contemporary standard Arabic. He found that repetition in Arabic can be exhibited at three different levels: at 

the morphological level, through root and pattern repetition; at the word level, through word stringing; and at the 

chunk level, through parallelism. With regard to the function of repetition, he found that repetition, in the 
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argumentative mode of writing, contributes to the content through raising the momentum of the text, and 

through reexamining the topic from different angles, so that it intensifies the claim.   

 In the case of argumentation, Koch (1983) claimed that "Arabic speakers argue by presentation. That is, by 

repeating arguments, paraphrasing them, and doubling them" (cited in Connor, 2002, p. 500). Comparing 

argumentation in Arabic and in the West, Hatim (1997) maintained that "Arabic argumentation may be heavy on 

through-argumentation (i.e. thesis to be supported, substantiation, and conclusion)" (cited in Connor, 2002, p. 

500). On the other hand, Western argumentation "is characterized by counterarguments (i.e. thesis to be 

opposed, opposition, substantiation of counterclaim, and conclusion)" (cited in Connor, 2002, p. 500). 

 Sa'Adeddin (1989) interpreted many oral textual features in Arabic as being one rhetorical option in written 

Arabic. This option, referred to as the aural mode of writing, is exhibited in written texts through such features 

as a loose pattern of organization, overemphasis, repetition of specific syntactic structures, and development by 

addition and accumulation. However, the other mode of writing, referred to as the visual mode of writing, is also 

available in Arabic and its dominant features, according to Sa'Adeddin (1989), are linearization, elaboration of 

sentences and paragraphs, complicated thematic structure, and a clearly delimited ending. The aural mode is 

preferred to the visual mode in Arabic because it implies solidarity and common cultural beliefs, but the visual 

mode is seen in Arabic as distant and non-interactive. Sa'Adeddin (1989) states that Arab writers have the option 

to utilize the visual mode in their writing, but that is culturally dispreferred. 

 On the other hand, English has developed from an oral to a literate language. Corresponding to this 

development, subordination and deletion are preferred to repetition and rhythmical balance. End rhyme is used 

instead of alliteration, too. Repetition of sound, sentence length, or sentence structure is avoided and considered 

undesirable in modern English rhetoric since, as Birk and Birk (1972) explain, it "will be irritating to the reader 

or lull him into disinterest" (cited in Ostler, 1987, p. 172). 

 Furthermore, a paragraph in English, it is believed, develops linearly. It starts with a topic sentence, 

followed by a series of supporting sentences, where everything in the paragraph contributes to the main idea 

directly. The ideas come in a straight line (Kaplan, 1972). Even transitions have to be provided by the writer. 

Thus, English rhetoric has been referred to by Hinds (1987) as being writer-responsible, as opposed to Japanese 

rhetoric which has been described as being reader-responsible. This division depends on "the amounts of effort 

writers expend to make texts cohere through transition and other uses of metatext" (Connor, 2002, p. 496). 

 Rhetorical differences between Arabic and English lead to the transfer of the Arabic rhetorical features into 

the English writings of the Arab ESL students. Many studies were conducted to investigate rhetorical transfer 

into English from various L1s, such as Apachean English (e.g. Bartlet, 1983, 1992), German (e.g. Clyne, 1987), 

Indian (e.g. Kachru, 1987), Japanese (e.g. Kobayashi, 1984), Polish (e.g. Golebiowski, 1998), and Spanish (e.g. 

Saez, 2001), in addition to other studies investigating the transfer of Arabic rhetorical features into English (e.g. 

Al-Jarrrah, 2001, Fakhri, 1994, Inani, 1998).  

 To probe the validity of the claim that Arab ESL learners transfer features of text organization from Arabic 

into English writings, Fakhri (1994) examined the frequency of occurrence of three Arabic features, namely, 

loose packaging of information, repetition and paraphrase, and absence of metalingual organizers, in thirty 

English essays written by Arab ESL students and other thirty essays written by ESL learners of   comparable 

proficiency in English and whose mother tongue is not Arabic. He found that there was little quantitative 

evidence for rhetorical transfer from Arabic into English. 

 However, Fakhri (1994) recommended that there should be a rigorous methodology to prove transfer, and 

that more studies should be done within contrastive discourse analysis between English and understudied 

languages, like Arabic. He referred to the possibility that if some Arab ESL learners do not write properly, this 

may be attributed to such factors as "the subjects' unfamiliarity with acceptable writing techniques (even in their 

mother tongue) or purely interlanguage developmental factors common to all ESL learners" (p. 84). 

Furthermore, he stated that rhetorical transfer from Arabic into English may be mitigated by the subjects' 

conscious monitoring of the text organization. For him, writing differs from speech since, unlike speakers, 

writers have time to monitor their production (Fakhri, 1994, p. 83-4).    

 In his pioneering study of the influence of Arabic on the writing of Arab ESL students, Inani (1998) 

presented some common mistakes in essays written in English by Arabic speakers, such as redundancy, medial 

digressions, repetition, sentence fragments, comma splice, and run-on sentences. He illustrated these mistakes 

with examples taken from Arab ESL students' compositions accompanied with corrections for these mistakes. 

These mistakes, for him, were a result of rhetorical transfer from L1 into L2. In the light of CR, Inani illustrated 

certain features of Arabic and showed how such features were transferred into English writings of Arab ESL 

writers.  

 Al-Jarrah (2001) attempted to find out whether Arab ESL students transfer Arabic rhetorical features into 

their English writing. To do this, he examined the frequency of occurrence of certain Arabic rhetorical features 

in the Arabic and English writings of Arab ESL students at Mu'tah University. He found that using coordination 

was the most prominent rhetorical feature transferred from Arabic into English. Other transferred rhetorical 
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features included lexical repetition and indirectness. However, he found that universal religious statements were 

not transferred into English, a finding that contradicts Ostler's (1987). 

 Characterizing rhetorical transfer from L1 into L2 without examining pieces of compositions in L1 (as in 

Kaplan, 1966; Fakhri, 1994; Ostler, 1987) has been criticized (see Bartlet, 1983; Grabe and Kaplan, 1996). Such 

criticism has an intuitive appeal, for no one can make a claim about transfer of certain feature without 

examining its occurrence in the L1 as well as L2. 

 

Methodology: 

 The present study involved quantitative data that came from a descriptive research where natural data on the 

issue of rhetorical transfer were collected based on Jordanian Arab EFL students' compositions. 

 

Population and Subjects: 

 The population for this study was the First Secondary Graders in the scientific track in four schools, two 

schools for boys and two schools for girls, in the Directorate of Education of Al-Qaser Region in the 

Governorate of Al-Karak in Jordan. The Second Secondary graders in these schools could not be chosen to 

participate in the study because they were preparing for the General Secondary Exams. The students in the 

scientific track were chosen to participate in the study because it is generally assumed that scientific track 

students have a higher degree of proficiency than the students in the other tracks. The schools that participated 

in the study were the Secondary School of Al-Qaser for Boys, the Secondary School of Al-Qaser for Girls, the 

Secondary School of Al-Rabbah for Boys, and the Secondary School of Al-Rabbah for Girls.  

 The population was seventeen years old and they have been learning English as a foreign language for 

seven years. English is one of the basic courses in the elementary and the secondary stages for those students. In 

the schools of the Ministry of Education, grammar and the four basic skills of English, namely, listening, 

speaking, reading and writing, are taught, but the focus, especially in the secondary stage, is mainly on 

grammar, reading, and writing. In the Ministry of Education exams, listening and speaking are normally not 

tested. 

 

Samples: 

 The subjects wrote four different compositions in English. They wrote two on expository topics: one about 

a more familiar topic (Their best friends) and the other about a less familiar topic (Three things to be changed in 

the world), and two on argumentative topics: one about a more familiar topic (Compliance with parents 

authority), and the other about a less familiar topic (The importance of learning foreign languages). This was the 

order in which the tasks were given to the subjects. Then, the subjects were asked to do the same tasks in Arabic 

and in the same order. The English and Arabic compositions, thus, were about topics with different degrees of 

familiarity to the students and in both expository and argumentative modes. 

 

The Investigated Features: 

 The Arabic rhetorical features that the researcher investigated in the Arabic and English samples are 

defined and illustrated below. These rhetorical features are not exclusive to Arabic. They are used in many 

languages, like English, but they are favored in Arabic and characterize the rhetoric of Arabic. Indeed, they have 

been selected based on the literature reviewed. That is, there is a consensus on their prevalence in the Arabic 

discourse. 

 

a- Pattern Repetition: Using words that are identical or that have similar morphological patterns (Al-Jubori, 

1984, p. 101), as in (1), where the words having similar morphological patterns are underlined: 

 

1- . َدزظىٌ و َهعثىٌ   

    yadrusuuna wa yalCabuuna (They study and play) 

 

b- Root Repetition: Using words of the same root (Al-Jubori, 1984, p. 102), as in (2), where the instances of 

Root Repetition are underlined: 

 

.أثًسخ ثًازِ -2   

    ?athmarat thimaarahu. (Its fruit fruited) 

  

c- Word Repetition: Using words that are synonymous or that have common shades of meaning (Al-Jubori, 

1984, p. 103), as in (3), where the words having common shades of meaning are underlined: 

   

 انعُف و اإلزهاب. -3

    alCunf wal ?irhaab. (violence and terror) 
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d- Parallelism: This type of repetition at the level of chunk can be achieved through using coordinate 

conjunctions and identical grammatical structures (Kaplan, 1972). It involves repeating the form, as in (4), 

where the Parallel clauses are underlined:  

 

.إٌ ذصزع ذذصد و إٌ ذدزض ذُجخ -4  

    ?in tazraC taћSud wa ?in tadrus tanjaћ. (If you grow, you harvest, and if you study, you succeed) 

 

e- Redundancy: This takes place when, as Inani (1998) maintains, different words expressing the same idea are 

used more than once, as in (5), where "saraghal" and "biDarighatin qairi šarciyatin" are redundant (Inani, 1998): 

 

 ظسر انُنىو تبسَنحٍة  ُس  سرُحٍة .  -5

     saraghal nuquuda biDariqatin ghairi šarCiiyatin. (He stole the money in an illegal way) 

 

f- Digression: This happens when, according to Inani (1998), irrelevant information is included in an essay, as in 

(6), where the digressive material is underlined: 

 

اٌ و هٍ يسكص ذعهًٍُ يهى -6 ًّة .ذنع انجايعح إنً انجُىب يٍ ر  

    taqaC il jaamiCatu ?ilal januubi min Camman, wa hiya markizun taCliimiiyun muhimmun…  The university 

is located to the South of Amman, and it is an important learning centre…)  

 

 The underlined material is digressive because the topic of the essay is about a spatial description of the 

university. In this study, every digressive clause is considered one instance of this feature.  

 

g- Coordination: This involves using conjunctions equivalent to "and", "or", "but", and "for" as sentence 

connectors, as in (7), and as discourse organizers, at the beginning of sentences and paragraphs, as in (8) where 

the coordinator wa (in English, "and") is used at the beginning of a  sentence: 

 

.ككسخ انًماكم و نى َجدوا نها دحًال  -7  

    kathurat il mašaakil wa lam yajiduu laha ћallan (The problems have increased and they have not found a     

    solution to these problems) 

 

 و يٍ أظثاب انًمكهح -8

     wa min ?asbaabil muškilah… (and of the reasons of the problem…) 

 

 It is worth noting here that the Arabic coordinator "wa" ("and" in English) is used in the Arabic discourse 

more frequently than the other coordinators (Al-Jarrah, 2001, Inani, 1998). 

    

h- Superordinate Clause: This is "generally a universal statement only globally related to the topic of the paper" 

(Ostler, 1987, p. 182), as in using the statement (9) to begin an essay about "My School": 

 

 9- . اٌ انًدزظح يهًح نردزَط و ذستُح األوالو  

    ?innal madrasata muhimmatun litadriisi wa tarbiatil ?awlaad. (School is necessary to teach and raise boys).  

  

i- Formulaic Clauses, as in (10): 

 

10 . -انصدَق وقد انضُق   

      aSadiiq waqtidiiq. (A friend in-need is a friend indeed) 

 

Data Collection Procedures:  
 The subjects in all of the schools were given the first task in English, which was writing an expository essay 

about a more familiar topic (Their best friends). The subjects were asked to do the tasks first in English and then 

in Arabic. Each of the subjects in the four schools did four tasks in English and, then, other four tasks in Arabic. 

Two tasks were given weekly with two- or three-day intervals between each two tasks. The Arabic and English 

tasks were in the same order with similar intervals.  

 The data collected from the compositions written in Arabic and English were used to examine and compare 

the occurrence of the rhetorical features in the Arabic and English compositions in order to determine the 

features that were transferred from Arabic into English.  
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Data Analysis:  
 The research data were analyzed using frequencies. To identify the rhetorical features that Arab EFL 

students carried over from Arabic into English, the frequencies of occurrence of the Arabic rhetorical features 

were examined and compared in the Arabic and English samples.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 To identify the rhetorical features transferred from Arabic into English, the frequency of occurrence of 

certain rhetorical features characteristic of the Arabic rhetoric, explained and illustrated above, was examined 

and compared in the Arabic and English compositions written by Arab EFL students. The results are presented 

in Table (1). 

 
Table 1: The frequency of occurrence of the Arabic rhetorical features in the Arabic and English compositions 

 Feature Frequency in Arabic Frequency in English 

No of students= 40 
No of Compositions= 160 

No of students= 40 
No of Compositions=160 

Sum Percentage 100% Sum Percentage 100% 

1- Pattern Repetition 2321 29.6% 2106 33.28% 

2- Root Repetition 609 7.8% 256 4.1% 

3- Word Repetition 604 7.7% 485 7.78% 

4- Parallelism 1098 14% 1044 16.76% 

5- Redundancy 703 9% 609 9.77% 

6- Digression 531 6.77% 459 7.37% 

7- Coordination 1296 16.53% 493 12.78% 

8- Superordinate Clauses 212 2.7% 169 2.71% 

9- Formulaic Clauses 463 5.9% 306 4.91% 

 Total 7837 100% 6227 100% 

  

 Table (1) shows that the frequency of occurrence of the nine rhetorical features is quite high in the English 

compositions of the students. Such features are known in the literature to be the landmarks of the Arabic 

rhetoric, yet they were used in the English compositions as if they were features of the English rhetoric. This 

widespread use of the Arabic rhetorical features in the English compositions can be seen from comparing the 

total of occurrences of the rhetorical features in the Arabic compositions (7837) and the English compositions 

(6227) and from comparing the percentage of use of each of the rhetorical features in the Arabic and English 

compositions. As can be seen in Table (1), the frequencies in Arabic and English compositions came quite 

similar for most of the features: Pattern Repetition (Arabic = 29.6%, English = 33.28%), Root Repetition (7.8%, 

4.1%), Word Repetition (7.7%, 7.78%), Parallelism (14%, 16.76%), Redundancy (9%, 9.77%), Digression 

(6.77%, 7.37%), Coordination (16.53%, 12.78%), Superordinate Clauses (2.7%, 2.71%), and Formulaic Clauses 

(5.9%, 4.91%). These frequencies show that there is no difference between the Arabic and English compositions 

in the use of the rhetorical features, except for Root Repetition and Coordination, which shows the high intensity 

of transfer of the Arabic rhetorical features into English. Even though Root Repetition and Coordination are 

overused in the English compositions, they are used less frequently there than in the Arabic compositions. 

 The Pattern Repetition feature is the most frequently used feature in both Arabic and English compositions 

(Arabic = 2321, 29.6%) (English = 2106, 33.28%). In (11) and (12) below, which have been taken from the 

students' English and Arabic compositions, instances of Pattern Repetition are underlined:   

 

11-   The world in our time needs a lot of changes but if I could change three things in the world, I will change 

the most important things in our life to make people live in peaceful and clean nature and good life. 

 

ٌَّن هرِ انهلحَة هٍ أككس انهلاخ األأُثُح اظربداياًال , إٌ ذعهّةى نلحٍة أأُثُحٍة    -12 ٌٌّي أل . وتبااحٍة انهلحَة االَجهُصَح هى  سوز       

?inna taCCallumma lughatin ?ajnabiiyatin, wa bikhaSatin ?alughatil ?ingliiziyah huwa darwuuriyun li?anna 

haDHihil lughah hiya ?ktharil lughatil ?ajnabiiyah ?istikhdaaman.(Learning a foreign language, especially the 

English Language, is necessary because this language is the most commonly used).  

 

 Pattern Repetition is one manifestation of the general category of repetition. Repetition is exhibited, 

according to Al-Jubori (1984), through Pattern Repetition and Root Repetition at the morphological level, 

through Word Repetition at the word level, and through parallelism at the chunk level. An examination of the 

frequency of occurrence of each of these manifestations of repetition in the English compositions compared with 

the Arabic compositions shows that all of the manifestations have been transferred from Arabic into English.  

 The feature of Parallelism accounts for 16.76% of the rhetorical features in the English compositions (sum 

= 1044), coming second in its use in the English compositions. In the Arabic compositions, it accounts for 14% 

of the rhetorical features (sum = 1098), coming third in its frequency of occurrence. Examples of Parallelism 
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from the English and Arabic compositions can be seen in (13) and (14) below, where the Parallel clauses are 

underlined. 

13-   The best friend is hard to find and lucky to have.  

 

14-   .      و َركهّةى يعكَجهط يعكانرٌ 

allaDHii yajlisu maCak wa yatakallamu maCak. (who sits with you and talks to you). 

 

 Word Repetition comes fifth in the order of frequency of occurrence in the English compositions (485, 

7.78%), but sixth in the Arabic compositions (604, 7.7%). In (15) and (16), instances of Word Repetition are 

underlined. 

 

15- Learn how to treat and deal with them. 

 

.نُعىّة انعحو وَُرمس -16  

        liyaCimmas salaamu wa yantaširu. (so that peace prevails and spreads) 

 The last feature of repetition is Root Repetition. This feature is eighth in the order of frequency of 

occurrence in the English compositions (256, 4.1%), but it is fifth in the Arabic compositions (609, 7.8%). 

Examples of this feature from the English and Arabic compositions are outlined in (17) and (18), where the 

words of the same root are underlined. 

 

17- My favourite friend is Muna. I favor her because she is... 

 

ها نهى -18  .أٌ ذرعهّةى نلح و ذعهًّة   

?an tataCallamma lughatan wa tuCallimmaha lahum. (to learn a foreign language and teach it to them) 

 

 Coordination comes third in the frequency of occurrence in the English compositions (795, 12.78%), but it 

comes second in the Arabic compositions (1296, 16.53%). This feature was used in the Arabic and English 

compositions in the form of a sentence connector, joining clauses, and as a discourse marker, at the beginning of 

sentences and paragraphs. (19) is an example of the use of Coordinators as a sentence connector in the English 

compositions and (20) as a discourse marker. The coordinators are underlined:  

18- It is done by people and it is dangerous.  

 

20-   And I hope to do this in the future.  

 The following are instances of the use of Coordinators in the Arabic compositions as a sentence connector 

(21) and as a discourse marker (22).  

 

ها أككس    -21 .أَا أدة االَجهُصَح و أووّة أٌ أذعهًّة  

?anaa u?ћibbul ?ingliiziyah wa ?waddu ?an ?ataCallamahaa ?akthar. (I like English and I would like to learn it 

more) 

 

. و أررند أٌ األتُاء َذثىٌ ذنك    -22  

wa ?aCtaqidu ?annal a?abnaa?a yuћibbuuna DHaalik. (And I think all sons like that) 

 

 Redundancy is the fourth feature in frequency of occurrence in both the English compositions (609, 9.77%) 

and the Arabic compositions (703, 9%). (23) and (24), where the redundant material is underlined, are examples 

of this feature taken from the English and Arabic compositions. 

 

23- English is used for communication between peoples and cultures. By the English Language you can contact 

with the other people in the world. 

 

.نىال األادقاء نًا كُّةا ظعُدٍَ ونكاٌ كمُّ واددٍة يُّةا دصٍَ -24    

lawlal ?Sdiqaa' lama kunna saCiidiina wa lakaana kullu waaћidin minna ћaziin. (Without friends, we would not 

be happy and every one of us would be sad).   

 

 Digression in the English compositions comes sixth in frequency of occurrence (459, 7.7%), but seventh in 

the Arabic compositions (531, 6.77%). (25) and (26) are examples of Digression taken from the English and 

Arabic compositions:  

 

25- In Jordan all students learn English, from age 5 years, but I started learning English from 11 years, and you 

can learn in special schools a lot of languages. 
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.أزَد أٌ أ كس رائهرٍ رهً يا فعهىِ يٍ أأهٍ   -26    

u?riidu ?an ?aškura Caa?ilatii Cala maa faCaluuh min ?ajlii. (I want to thank my family for what they 

have done for the sake of me) 

 

 (25) is considered an instance of Digression since the essay is about the student's opinion about learning a 

foreign language. Similarly, (26) is an occurrence of Digression because the essay is about the student's opinion 

regarding whether or not the young have to comply with their parents' authority. 

The feature of Formulaic Clauses comes seventh in use in the English compositions (309, 4.91%), but 

eighth in the Arabic compositions (463, 5.9%). (27) and (28) are instances of this feature in the English and 

Arabic compositions. (27) carries the meaning of the Arabic proverb in (28).  

 

26- Best friends are those who stand with you in hard times. 

 

 انصدَق وقد انضُق.    -28

aSadiiq waqtid diiq. (A friend indeed is a friend in-need) 

 

 The feature of Superordinate Clauses is the least frequently used in the Arabic compositions (212, 2.7%) 

and in the English compositions (169, 2.71%). (29) and (30) are examples of Superordinate Clauses from the 

Arabic and English compositions. The topic of the essays from which these clauses were quoted was "things that 

the students enjoy doing with their best friends." Thus, both (29) and (30) are only globally related to the topic 

of the essays. 

 

29-   Every one in the world has many friends.  

 

.انصداقح  ٍءٌء أًُمٌء    -30  

aSadaaqatu shay?un jamiilun. (Friendship is a beautiful thing) 

 

 The transfer of the rhetorical features outlined above can be attributed to the influence of the L1 of the Arab 

EFL students and its culture. That is, these rhetorical features are overused in Arabic, and they are favored and 

accepted in the Arabic culture. When those students write in English, they translate their thoughts in English but 

they retain the rhetorical features commonly used in Arabic without appreciating the appropriateness of these 

features for the audience in the English discourse.  However, to give a more precise explanation, it is essential to 

show and illustrate some aspects of the prevalence and functions of the rhetorical features in the Arabic 

discourse. 

 Parallelism is preferred in Arabic and it is considered as a merit to the text in which it is used. In Arabic, 

Parallelism is achieved through using identical grammatical structures, which are used to achieve balance and 

rhythm that are also favored in Arabic, and coordinate conjunctions (Kaplan, 1972). In addition, Parallelism is 

widely used in classical writings, as in the Holy Koran as well as Hadith, or proverbs. The following is an 

illustration of parallelistic structures in the Holy Koran, in Surat Al-Doha:  

 

31-   (93: 6-8) " ي  اًال فَةآَةوَة ًَة ُْة كَة ََةرِة دْة االّةًال فَةهَةدَةي  (6)أَةنَةىْة ََةجِة دَةكَة  َة أَة وَة ًَُة  (7)وَة ائِةحًال فَةؤَة ْة دَةكَة رَة أَة وَة (8)وَة " 

"?alam yajidka yatiman fa?aawa (6) wa wajadaka daallan fahada(7) wa wajadaka Caa?illan fa?ghna(8)" (Did He 

not find thee an orphan and give thee shelter (and care) (6) and he found thee wandering and he gave thee 

guidance, (7) And He found thee in-need, and he made thee independent(8))
1
.                                                          

 

 Similarly, repetition at the morphological, word, and chunk levels are all widely used in Arabic. The feature 

of Pattern Repetition is common in Arabic, especially in classical writings. For example, in Surat Al-Rahman, in 

the Holy Koran, the statement " تَةاٌ رِّ ا ذُةكَة ًَة تِّكُة ٌِّ آَةالَةءِة زَة  fabi?ayyi a?aalaa?i rabbikomaa tokkaDHDHibaan" (55)" ,"فَةثِةؤَة

(Then which of the favors of your Lord  will ye deny?) is repeated 31 times for the sake of emphasis. The 

feature of Word Repetition is evident in the Arabic Language, as in phrases like "alcunf wal ?irhaab" (violence 

and terror). Koch (1981) used the label "synonym couplets" to refer to the word strings of this type in Arabic 

(cited in Al-Jubori, 1984, p. 102). One form of Root Repetition in Arabic, according to Koch (1981), is the 

structure of Absolute Accusative (almafcuulil muDlaq, in Arabic), which involves using a noun derived from 

the verb it follows (cited in Al-Jubori, 1984, p. 102). This feature is used in Arabic stylistically, too. In addition, 

it is widely used in classical writing, like the Holy Koran. For example, in Surat Al-fatih:  

 

32-    (48: 1) " ُْةَُةاًال " ثِة اًال يُة َُةا نَةكَة فَةرْةذَة َّنا فَةرَةذْة إَِة  

"?inna fataћna laka fatћan mubiina" (Verily We have granted thee a manifest Victory).                                                                                

 It is noteworthy that all forms of repetition are used in Arabic to achieve emphasis, which is a characteristic 

of good writing in Arabic (Abu Hamda, 1990). For example, in one Hadith for the Prophet Mohammed, Peace 
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be upon Him, the word "أيّةك","?ummuk", (your mother) is repeated three times, whereas the word "أتىك" , 

"?abuuk", (your father) is mentioned only once, to emphasize the great status of mothers in contrast to that of 

fathers. Likewise, Al-Jubori (1984) reiterated that repetition, in general, helps to reexamine the topic from 

different angles and to raise the momentum of the text.  However, if repetition is favored in Arabic, English 

discourse rules encourage writers to avoid repetition (Al-Jubori, 1984). 

 Moreover, coordinators are generally preferred to subordinators in Arabic as sentence connectors (Connor, 

1996; Inani, 1998; Kaplan, 1972). In addition, coordinators are used, in Arabic, at the beginning of sentences 

and paragraphs as discourse markers because, according to Kaplan (1966; 1972), discourse development in 

Arabic follows the principles of coordination, as in (33) below, where the coordinator "wa", which is underlined 

in the example, is used at the beginning of a sentence, in Surat Yasiyn in the Holy Koran (Al-Jarrah, 2001; 

Inani, 1998). In fact, the overuse of coordinators in Arabic as sentence connectors and discourse markers renders 

the pattern of organization loose and makes discourse appear to develop by addition and accumulation rather 

than by elaboration.  

 

عَةً" (20 :36)    -33 َْةَُةحِة ََةعْة دِة ًَة ً ان ٍْة أَةقْةصَة مٌء يِة أُة اءَة زَة أَة "وَة  

"wa jaa?a rajulun min ?aqSal madinati yasCa" (Then there came running, from the farthest part of the city, a 

man)                                                                                                          

 

 In addition, Redundancy is used in the written form of the Arabic language, as in (34) below, quoted from 

Surat Al-Nahl in the Holy Koran. In (34), the phrase "min fawqihim" (from above) is redundant since it is 

understood that "issagfu" (the roof) falls down from above. Indeed, Abu Hamda (1990) maintained that 

emphasis, which is a characteristic of good writing in Arabic, can be achieved in Arabic through redundancy, in 

addition to repetition. Furthermore, Redundancy occurs in the spoken form of the Arabic Discourse. For 

example, when asking if it is raining, a lot of Arabic-speakers say, "tištii barra ?" (Is it raining outside?). There 

is no need to use "barra" (outside).  

 

قِةهِةى" (26 :16)  -34 ٍْة فَةىْة نْةفُة يِة ُْةهِةىُة انعَّن هَة سَّن رَة "فَةبَة   

"faxarra Calayhimis sagfu min fawqihim" (and the roof fell down on them from above).                                                                       

 

 Digression is evident in the Arabic discourse, including its spoken and written forms. In the spoken 

discourse, speakers digress in order to provide details serving the topic of the discourse or to show the wide 

knowledge of the speakers. Indeed, there are Arab writers who are well-known for their digressive style in 

writing, like Al-Gahiz (745-834 AD, 175-255 Hijri). Tabaneh (1986) referred to Al-Gahiz's digressive style as a 

merit, showing Al-Jahiz's wide knowledge and experience. 

 Formulaic Clauses are conventionally utilized in the Arabic written and spoken discourse, as in speeches, 

debates, press articles, and interviews. Such clauses are frequently employed in order to prove certain points 

since the Arabic speakers, according to Hottel-Burkhart (2001), are accustomed to using Formulaic Clauses in 

the spoken and written discourse in which they take part (cited in Connor, 2002, p. 501). In English, on the other 

hand, verifiable facts are mainly utilized to corroborate statements (cited in Connor, 2002, p. 501). Similarly, 

Superordinate Clauses are usually used by the Arabic-speakers in their speeches and writings, especially at the 

beginning, in order to pave the way to state the theme of the discourse. Hence, the pattern of information in 

Arabic, as Sa'Adeddin (1989) maintained, appears loose. 

 To sum up, the examination and the comparison of the occurrence and the rank order of the nine rhetorical 

features in the Arabic and English compositions of the Arab EFL students show that such features are of 

comparable frequency in the students' writings in both languages. Accordingly, the Arab EFL students 

transferred these features into their English compositions quite intensively. In addition, the transfer of these 

features into English was shown to be attributed to the influence of the L1 of the Arab EFL students and its 

culture. 

 

Questions for Further Study: 

1. Do Jordanian EFL students transfer rhetorical features into their writings in such fields as medicine, 

science, engineering, or economics? If they do, what are the dominant rhetorical features that are transferred 

in each of these fields? 

2. Do Jordanian EFL students transfer rhetorical features when they translate from Arabic into English as in 

their writing in English? 

3. What are the most effective methods that can be used to teach Jordanian EFL students the expectations of 

the English discourse readers? 

4. Are there differences in the transfer of the Arabic rhetorical features into English in relation to the narrative 

and descriptive modes of writing. 
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Appendices: 

Appendix I 

Symbols Used in the Transliteration System 

 

A- Consonants 

b          ب    voiced bilabial stop      

t           خ  voiceless dental stop     

d           و  voiced alveopalatal stop     

http://fernandotrujillo.com/publicaciones/
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DH       ذ  voiced dental stop    

k          ك  voiceless velar stop     

q          ر  voiceless uvular stop    

f          ف  voiceless labiodental fricative   

th         ز  voiced interdental fricative   

j           ج   voiced interdental fricative    

s          ض  voiceless dental fricative     

š          غ  voiceless alveopalatal fricative    

S         ص  voiceless dento-alveolar emphatic fricative    

z          ش  voiceless alveopalatal fricative    

z          ظ   voiced interdental stop                 

D         ط  voiceless dento-alveolar emphatic stop    

d         ض   voiced alveolar emphatic stop    

gh        غ  voiced velar fricative    

kh        ر  voiceless velar fricative      

ħ          ح  voiceless pharyngeal fricative     

C          ع  voiced pharyngeal fricative    

m          و  voiced bilabial nasal stop   

n          ٌ  voiced alveolar nasal stop    

l           ل  voiced alveolar lateral liquid    

r           ز  voiced alveolar flap liquid      

h           ِ  voiceless glottal stop     

(انهًصج)           ?        voiced glottal glide ء 

y            َيَة / َا         voiced palatal glide      

w           وا / وَة        voiced labiovelar glide        

 

 

B- Vowels 

i       كعسج  يييييِة      voiced short high front unrounded vowel     

ii     يييُي ِِة               voiced long high front unrounded vowel     

a      فرذح يييَةييي       voiced short low unrounded vowel     َِة  

aa     ا                 voiced long low unrounded vowel       

u  ًح           ُِة       voiced short high back rounded vowel  

uu    و  ُ                 voiced long high back rounded vowel  

 

Appendix II  

 Samples of the Students' Writings in Arabic and English   


